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Brand: Toku Product Code: TPB60 - 1 1/8"

1-1/8" HEX IND BREAKER
Industrial 30kg (66lb) Breaker - Made in Japan. This product is manufactured from the
highest quality materials to ensure you get the best durability and performance,
maximising your return on investment.

The alloy steel forged components provide maximum durability, forged latch retainer
system makes for quick and easy chisel change. 4 bolt handle design allows for quick
and easy servicing, this is especially handy when on site or remote locations.

The tool also features a swivel inlet to make operation and handling of the tool easier
and replaceable front head bushings further extend the service life of the tool. Also an
important feature for tool durability and reduced vibrations is the front head retaining
system. Some manufacturers promote designs without this style as "Less Parts" and
their marketing promotes it as cheaper and easier to service, however we believe,
from our experience, basic design principle, and customer feedback that our design is
far superior.

Our design feature of having the front head spring bumpers assists in absorbing the
impact energy/shock to reduce the damage of front head and front head bushing for
longer life of those components and minimizes the service/maintenance cost. The
designs promoted with less part in fact costs more in the long term as the components
are subject to more wear, and more vibrations are passed to the operator. We also
feature a tappet design which further enhances this tools durability by extending the
piston durability and reduce the damage of "blank-blow" operation.

Specifications

Blows Per Min. (bpm) 1,400 bpm

Hose Size 19 mm

Net Weight 30 kg (66 lb)

Overall Length 645 mm

Piston Diameter 57.15 mm

Piston Stroke 100 mm

Shank Size 1-1/8" x 6" Hex
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If you are a construction or hire company, mine site or similar company looking for a
solid performer with after sales technical and spare parts support from stock - this is
the product for you.

Attachments
TPB60 - 1 1/8" Spare Parts List & Operational Manual_TKI10
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